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Goat Paper Dolls
One curly-haired moppet, eight traditional costumes:
hooded "Kerry" cloak, Irish step dancer's outfit, medieval
entertainer's long pleated gown, 5 more.
The novel under consideration describes the events
throughout nearly a hundred years and sends the reader
to Warsaw, subdued by tsarist Russia,to the gold mines
of Western Siberia,where you can come across any kind
of crime, including murder.Revolutions, wars, of which
20th century undoubtedly abounds, throw a Ukrainian
woman’s fate like a furious wind does to a paper doll
.The country is captured by Bolsheviks. Disguised as
seekers of happy life for poor people, they fight for
power: first in their own country ,then – throughout the
world. To gain this terrific goal they introduce
dictatorship. Despite disorders, epidemics, hunger,
caused by the new government, the heroine of the novel
managed to not only survive, but to raise her children.
Times changed, as well as the rulers, but the aim
remained. It was fight for power. And the woman, under
the circumstances, had nothing to do but just supply
cheap labor force. Three main heroines of the trilogy are
connected not only by family relations but by the mystic
story of an ancient necklace which by magic force
returns to its true owner.
Back in the Fall of 2001, Klutz created The Fabulous
Book of Paper Dolls, and it's a good thing we did. Almost
800,000 copies later, we are happy to say we have given
it a brand-new face without messing with the time-tested
content. These paper people wear their clothes with the
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help of reusable, press-on, peel-off adhesive dots -- no
tabs! The dolls, clothes, and accessories are perforated,
ready to pop right out and play. Six reversible paper dolls
in a variety of skin tones come with the book. Half of
them have pre-printed faces, and the other half are ready
to be customized. There are bunches of reversible
clothes, shoes, and hairstyles that make exactly one
jillion different combinations. (We counted.) Of course,
any fashion expert will tell you that accessories are the
key to snappy dressing, so we've provided plenty of
them, from hats to sunglasses to soccer balls to tiaras.
To round out the family, three baby paper dolls and a few
paper pets are also included. Artists from around the
globe were commissioned to create six beautifully
illustrated backdrop scenes. Prop open the book to one,
and your dolls are transported to a beach, ballroom,
theatrical stage, neighborhood park, winter wonderland,
or only-slightly-messy kids' bedroom. In the back of the
book is a nifty portfolio-pocket armoire, providing plenty
of wrinkle-free storage for the dolls, clothes, and
accessories after they've been punched out. The
Fabulous Book of Paper Dolls is a fabulous introduction
to a classic activity -- now freshened up for a whole new
generation.
This book consists of two essays - (a) Variations in
Indonesian Mahabharata, and (b) How Balarama
Became Abhimanyu’s Father-In-Law. Mahabharata is a
living tradition in Indonesia like in India. However, the
folk tradition of Indonesia narrates a Mahabharata that
despite retaining the basic frame of Indian Mahabharata,
is still much different. In the first essay, the author points
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out the major variations in Indonesian Mahabharata that
would help researchers in comparative study to find
ready reference. The second essay deals with Folk
variation in Mahabharata as found in South India. The
second essay focuses on a particular narrative that
brings out the marginalized characters of classical
Mahabharata in rich glory.
These pet paper dolls, a cute kitty and dapper doggie,
are ready to be dressed up and down. Their colorful
wardrobe features 26 reusable stickers for special
occasions and leisure wear. Along with sweaters, boots,
and sunglasses, their outfits include Hawaiian shirts,
winter scarves and caps, and party hats.
This resource is ideal for establishing learning centers in
your classroom. It provides all the directions and patterns
necessary to set up 10 learning centers for March. These
activities keep children actively involved in independent
learning.
Nine dolls of Roosevelt, wife Edith, Alice Roosevelt
Longworth, 6 children; plus over 30 finely detailed costumes.
Frock coats, cutaways, gowns, dresses, more. Introduction
and notes.
The many different nationalities that settled in colonial
America formed a rich mosaic of European cultures: English,
Dutch, French, Spanish, and others. Tom Tierney offers 11
paper dolls that can display 21 outfits, including court gowns,
capes, "playne" clothing, lace-trimmed dresses, Cavalierstyled hats, and other splendid European apparel.
Engage children's imaginations with this easy way to build 10
popular themes plus two chapters of mini-themes.
Categorized by curriculum area, readers will find hands-on
activities for art, music, math, and more. Each theme takes
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teachers through a month of activities. A ready-to-use daily
calendar provides activity ideas planned for each theme.
First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
Another fun collection of paper dolls from the colorful
imagination of L. Hoerner. A companion to her first book,
Paper Pals Paper Dolls, this offers 8 more cute girls, their
adorable pets and 100+ fashions, accessories and toys.
Jazzy Jan and her tenacious terrier, Tuxie Jilly Bean with her
boisterous pig buddies, Biscuit and Bacon JoBeth and her
gutsy goat, Gretchen Linda Lou and her silky-haired skunk,
Sammy Sassy Susie and her fashionable feline, Foxy Tiny
Tony and her pet pony, Penelope Denise and her dog, Darby,
and Jolly, her dollie Hoshi and her kitty, KoKo, and her
penguin doll, Chilly The scrapbook style pages are filled with
whimsical details. KoKo kitty has a wind-up mouse; Jazzy Jan
reads bedtime stories to her Schnauzer, Tuxie; Sassy bakes
kitty treats for Foxy; JillyBean has a box of Crunchy Corn
Treats for her pot bellied pigs; Linda Lou feeds skunk kibble
to her her silky-haired skunk, Sammy; and JoBeth's goat eats
a paper doll book!and playing! Kids and collectors alike will
enjoy these adorable paper pals.
More Paper Pals Paper Dolls100+ Fashions, Accessories and
Toys for 8 Little Girls and Their Pets

L. Frank Baum's ever-popular tale springs to life with
this lively collection of characters. Based on the
original W. W. Denslow art, the dolls include
Dorothy, Toto, and many denizens of Oz.
Six dolls include the President and First Lady and 2
likenesses each of Caroline and John, Jr. Their
wardrobe of 34 authentic costumes features formal,
informal, and everyday suits for JFK; Jackie's
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elegant gowns and daywear by Oleg Cassini and
other designers; and cute outfits for the kids.
During the air war over Germany, the crew of a B-17
Flying Fortress tries to achieve some competence as
a unit before their most catastrophic mission yet
They call their plane “Paper Doll,” the joke being its
suggestion of flimsiness, inconsequence, and
perishability, and none of them, from the veterans to
the newcomers, feel the bravery they’d like to
project. But now, despite their myriad limitations,
they’ve been tasked with living through the tension
and boredom of base life, saving one another’s
lives, and rejoicing at those missions they’ve
survived—until they’re confronted by the shock of a
mission directed against the ball-bearing factories in
Schweinfurt, a mission that will outfly the capacities
of their fighter escorts and take them hundreds of
miles through the most heavily defended sectors of
the German Air Defense. National Book Award
finalist and author of The Book of Aron Jim Shepard
brilliantly illustrates both the lunacy and intimacy of
these young men’s lives on the ground as well as
their growing disillusionment and terror at what lies
ahead. Unsentimental and unsparing in its honesty,
Paper Doll portrays with stirring clarity the realities of
war and the bonds forged in the face of death.
Includes 10 illustrated punch-out paper dolls of the
winning contestants from the first 8 seasons,
including the winners from the first 8 seasons of the
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Emmy® Nominated RuPaul's Drag Race, and the
winners of the first 2 seasons of Drag Race All Stars.
8 Winners - BeBe Zahara Benet, Tyra Sanchez,
Raja, Sharon Needles, Jinkx Monsoon, Bianca Del
Rio, Violet Chachki, and Bob the Drag Queen. 2 AllStar Winners: Chad Michaels, Alaska Thunderfuck
5000 Foreword by Michelle Visage. Featuring 10
board pages and 64 regular pages.
LIFE-TO-DATE SALES FOR COMPARABLE PC
TITLES AGC Paper Dolls - (6 characters) 2,927,022
Fivedolls and 32 detailed costumes re-create
clothing worn by the President, Mary Todd Lincoln,
andthree sons. Frock coats, stovepipe hats, union
suits, evening gowns, morning suits, and much
more."
What's more awesome than paper dolls? They bring
role playing to an entirely new level because to make
a doll, a child would first have to master a few key
skills. For instance, she has to learn to grip and
control a pencil, then she has to learn to mix and
match. Playing pre-made dolls is boring. Playing with
cut-outs is a lot more exciting!
Indexes song titles, compiled from the collections of
the State Library of Louisiana, including crossreferences and OCLC numbers for each collection
4 paper dolls representing the Vamp, Flapper, the
"It" Girl, and the Girl Next Door come with 24
costumes. Also, 4 costumed paper dolls represent
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stylish young men of the period.
History explodes in this activity guide spanning the
turmoil preceding secession, the first shots fired at
Fort Sumter, the fierce battles on land and sea, and
finally the Confederate surrender at Appomattox.
Making butternut dye for a Rebel uniform, learning
drills and signals with flags, decoding wigwag,
baking hardtack, reenacting battles, and making a
medicine kit bring this pivotal period in our nation's
history to life. Fascinating sidebars tell of slaves
escaping on the Underground Railroad, the
adventures of nine-year-old drummer boy Johnny
Clem, animal mascots who traveled with the troops,
and friendships between enemies. The resource
section includes short biographies of important
figures from both sides of the war, listings of Civil
War sites across the country, pertinent websites,
glossary, and an index.
Boston PI Spenser investigates the perfect murder in
this New York Times bestselling mystery in Robert
B. Parker’s acclaimed series. She was a model wife
and mother, bludgeoned with a hammer on the
streets of Beacon Hill. Spenser's searching for a
motive and a murderer—and finding more secrets
than meet the eye... “Among the best
Spensers...Parker's at the top of his game!”—Boston
Globe
America's first president is spotlighted in this
delightful and well-researched treasury of paper
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dolls. Meticulous representations of Martha, George,
and four Custis grandchildren, plus 32 costumes: silk
taffeta gown, embroidered waistcoats, knee
breeches, black velvet suit, gold satin gown, much
more. Accessories include bow-tied shoes, a
parasol, and a gilded walking cane. Captions.
? Paper dolls might seem the height of
simplicity--quaint but simple toys, nothing more. But
through the centuries paper figures have reflected
religious and political beliefs, notions of
womanhood, motherhood and family, the dictates of
fashion, approaches to education, individual selfimage and self-esteem, and ideas about death. This
book examines paper dolls and their
symbolism--from icons made by priests in ancient
China to printable Kim Kardashians on the
Internet--to show how these ephemeral objects have
an enduring and sometimes surprising presence in
history and culture.
Alice lived through the ravages of WWII on the island
of Malta in Europe. She saw her father wounded, her
cousin die and their house demolished. Her dream
began when as a young teenager at the end of the
war, she listened to the American Forces Network
broadcasting from Stuttgart, Germany and she
envisioned marrying her childhood sweetheart,
immigrating to America and living happily ever after.
She soon married him, had three children and
eventually arrived in California to fulfill her fantasy.
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Reality does not always live up to our expectations.
Her husband was diagnosed with a brain tumor.
Surgery removed the tumor but the psychological
scars remained and festered. He suffered a
personality change, turning from a loving husband
and father into a scared and vengeful man. In his
psychosis he blamed the doctors for his condition
and even accused her of conspiring with them.
When his anger and despair escalated to guns and
knives, the struggle to survive became her priority.
Driven to the brink of suicide she finally sought
outside help. This is a story of love lost but also of
survival, of changing course, determination, renewal
and never losing sight of the dream. ----- A stirring
memorable journey, June 20, 2010 This book takes
you along with the author through a life journey
fraught with twists and turns, heart wrenching drama
and survival. A young girl's heartwrenching account
of experiences on the island of Malta before, during
and after WW11 gives the reader a sense of having
been there. The author's unexpected detours and
setbacks as she pursued her dream makes her
triumph over them inspirational. Petra Dean
Freelance writer and former columnist ----- Memoirs
so strong, deep, brave and heartfelt!, June 19, 2010
What a read! From Malta and a childhood so
different from the U.S (enduring WW two and loss)to
adult in the U.S., this book cannot be put down.
What a brave, strong and loving woman. Alice never
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lost sight of her dream, or love of her family.
Heartwarming, enlightening, AWESOME! All ages
will enjoy reading this book. Cant stop thinking about
it. Makes quite an impression on what you can do
with a dream, strength and love. What a journey!
Brenda L. Matthews bookworm Terryville
Connecticut USA ----- A heart-tugging memoir with a
powerful message, May 30, 2010 This soul-searing
memoir by Alice Marlin delivers joy, pathos and
inspiration. She shares her experiences of a
Victorian childhood in Malta, then facing death and
destruction during WWII. Her dreams of marriage, a
bright future and emigration to America come true
but are devastated by unforseeable events. Be
prepared to choke back some tears. I will be amazed
if a screenwriter doesn't soon contact Alice and turn
this story into a touching film. Don Lasseter AuthorJournalist
Get glamorous with Nancy and Bree! This exquisite
book features two paper dolls, more than seventy fullcolor stickers, and eight pages of the fanciest outfits
ever!
"You know, Yossi, we couldn't dress like this in the
Philippines... wear earrings, dye our hair, put on
make up, lipstick. It's forbidden.†? In Tel Aviv, Israel,
a group of Filipino immigrants work as live-in carers
for elderly Orthodox Jewish men. Six days a week
they provide dedicated support to their employers.
But on the seventh day they transform into a
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homespun, sassy musical drag act. Meet the Paper
Dolls! An extraordinary true story exploring an
unlikely collision of cultures and the universal desire
to find 'home'. Based on Tomer Heymann's awardwinning documentary of the same name, Paper Dolls
explores changing patterns of global immigration and
expanding notions of family through the prism of a
community of Filipino transvestites who live illegally
in Israel.
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